We develop a neural network formulation for multi-vehicle navigation on a twodimensional surface. here. A time-linking map is generated for each individual vehicle using techniques similar to the known shortest path algorithms for an isolated vehicle. Neural networks are then applied to generate nonconflicting paths minimizing the time of travel.
Introduction
This paper presents a neural network approach to the multi-vehicle navigation problem. Here we use the term vehicle to refer to a point which travels on a surface of navigation (NS).
Navigation as presented here refers to the determination of a path in the space-cost (time) domain from an origin to a destination point. The surface of the navigation usually has a terrain with position dependent velocities and/or hazards which the vehicle has to consider. The navigator searches for an optimal path on this surface. Optimum here may be with regard to minimal length, minimal time, minimal hazards, etc. Each of these parameters when minimized acts as the cost parameter. To each element of area dl x dl of the NS is associated the value dt of the cost of traveling the segment length dl on this area. An optimal path between source and destination is the one which yields dt.
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Navigation problems for one vehicle on a continuous surface as well as on a discrete grid have already been studied and In our paper we consider navigation of more than one vehicle in a two dimensional space, where each vehicle has its own origin and destination. The objective is to navigate the vehicles in a way which minimizes the cost (time) of travel. The time of travel is the time passed between the earliest start time of one of the vehicles to the last arrival at a destination. When two vehicles or more are involved in the problem, the requirement of collision avoidance may introduce a conflict between the optimal paths of the various vehicles. In order to resolve these conflicts the data base of possible paths is vastly extended and the search for optimal solution is very complicated. In a different study we have directly solved the one-and two-vehicle navigator in a multi speed discrete space. However we did not find a way to extend it as a practical technique for the general multi-vehicle navigator.
A simple NS terrain is defined with a binary speed. On this NS the speed of a vehicle, at each point, is either a positive constant or 0 (for an obstacle). The present study is an attempt to construct a multi-vehicle navigator, in binary speed space, using neural networks. By using neural networks one usually trades an optimal solution accomplished in "infinite" time with "good" solution accomplished in reasonable time.
This study is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce the cost-surface space and the patm as graphs in this space. The costlinking map is presented and we discuss the difference between paths solving a one-vehicle navigator and those solving multi-vehicle navigator. In section 3 the neural formulation is presented with the mapping of the space into neural variables, "neural paths" and equations. Section 4 contains the results of our simulations and section 5 the discussion.
Paths in the cost-surface space
A descrete representation of the surface of navigation is obtained by mapping the surface onto a graph as follows: a set of points w(x, y)is chosen on the navigation space to be the nodes of the graph. Each node is connected by an edge to every other node which can be reached directly from it. To every edge is assigned a weight which reflects the cost of traveling it. The edges can have two different weights for traveling it in opposite directions. A path is a sequence of adjacent directed edges from the origin to the destination.
Let us extend the NS terrain to a timesurface space, as shown in Figure 1 . A path in this space is a sequence of edges, monotonic in t, between the source and destination. However, a legal path is one which obeys the restrictions set by the terrain. In order to get only legal paths, we construct a time-linking map3. This map assigns to every node the minimal time of travel needed to reach it from the origin. Using this map one can construct a graph of all the optimal paths from the source to all the nodes. This map specifies the t-coordinate of each node of the graph in the time-NS space. An optimal path for one vehicle, in the time-surface space, is single-valued in w(z,y) and t . Namely, there is a one to one correspondence between v(z,y) on the path and t . When more than one vehicle are involved each one of them has its own linking map. However, the optimal paths of two different vehicles may conflict. To avoid such a conflict one of the vehicles may be requested to postpone its arrival to or to detour the point of conflict. This imposition introduces paths which are not single valued in v ( z , y) and t as illustrated in Figure 2. 
Neural formulation
Neural networks have been studied as an approach to various hard (NP-complete) optimization problems. Various applications have been investigated and explored4i5 since the work of Hopfield and Tank'. Here, we explore the possibility of using these massively parallel networks for the multi vehicle navigation problem.
The paths of the vehicles, as discussed above, are viewed as trajectories in the spacetime. The space-time is mapped into neural variables in the following way: it is divided into a regular three dimensional lattice (2, y, t ) . ( 
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A path is a sequence of neural variables with qi(z,t) = 1 where t ranges from 0 to T and T is the time this path is traveled. A neural network is set up such that the neurons converge to a stable state which determines the paths as illustrated in Figure 3 . A common practice in optimization by neural networks is to choose an energy function. However, finding the shortest paths is an iterative process, which makes our energy function time-dependent. Therefore, instead of minimizing an energy function we directly write down the equations relating the input ?voltage" of the neurons to their output voltage. These equations impose the desired behavior of the neurons. Specifically, we have where the first term evaluates the propagation of the path from the present position in the forward direction. The second term evaluates it with respect to the backward direction. The third term avoids head-on collision and the fourth term avoids swapping which occurs when two vehicles adjacent to each other switch positions. The fifth term forces one of the neighbors of an "on" neuron to be on, i.e. enforces continuity of the paths. In terms of neural variables, the dynamical equations is as follows:
dui(z, t)/dT = gate(i) ( 
: ( t ) = C,r]i(x,t), and g(.)
is another sigmoid function which says that in case of collision, the vehicles with more possible paths should give way. The swapping term is most complicated. We leave out the detailed explanation except saying that f(.) and fl(.) are appropriately chosen highly nonlinear functions.
Lastly, gate(i) = n r]i(xdi, T ) which stops the signal propagation for vehicle i once its destination xdi has been reached.
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In the equations above, we encourage all possible paths to be stored in the states of the neurons. The redundancy in the formulation makes this possible. When the destinations are reached, we backtrack and choose one of the best paths computed by the network.
It is obvious that in the absence of collision, the paths obtained are the original optimal paths for a single vehicle where collisions are not considered.
Since the problem is inherently time dependent, the neuronal states at large t naturally wait for the information from neurons at smaller t. We may as well solve the equation for a fixed time window w , namely we compute the paths for the next w moves. Then we repeat the procedure, calculating the paths piecewise until the destinations are reached.
Simulation results
We numerically integrated the above dynamical system, using a simple Euler method, in which case, synchronization does not have to be exactly enforced. Recall that an Euler solver for
is an itera tive mapping: xi+1 = x i +~f ( x ; ) . This, together with the locality of the computational stencil enables us to parallelize the above algorithm very efficiently. If we go back to the equations above, the only global computation is computing si(t), which can be obtained by locally updating the sum within each processor and combining the result in a binary tree. By iteratively solving a differential equation, exact synchronization is not needed because the dynamics is continuous. In a similar study", but slightly modified dynamic equations, almost a perfect speedup was obtained when it is implemented on the Meiko Computing Surface, a parallel machine with up to 32 transputer nodes as illustrated in Figure 4 .
The differential form also introduces some cooperation into the algorithm. This can be observed in the conflicting regions, like head-on collision and swapping, in which case the neurons iteratively adjust their values, trying to resolve the conflict.
Discussion
The neural net yields paths which slightly deviate from the optimal one-vehicle paths. This is because it is dominated by two main forces: one is the collision avoidance force and the other is the single vehicle optimal paths attractors. These attractors are the graphs determined by the linking map from a node to the destination. In our study of the two vehicle analytic navigator3 we are using an algorithm which updates this map. Applying this idea to the neural net system can improve the solutions obtained above. The neural net four vehicle navigator performs well, see Figure 3 . However, with more vehicles and various possible paths for each it may perform less satisfactorily. Clearly we only presented a very initial study here. We need to look at much more complex problems includkg three dimensional navigation. We are also looking into the elastic net ideas of Durbin and Willshaw as interpreted by Simic8 into neural networks. There are important analogies between track finding 9, computer vision and navigation which we are exploring in an integrated research program". 
